MultimediaGroupGuide™
The MultimediaGroupGuide™ (MGG™) is a ground-breaking
group-guiding system using Imagineear’s highly successful MPti™
interactive touchscreen multimedia player. Transforming the
group-guiding experience to a brand new and unprecedented
level, the MPti™ technology allows the group leader’s live
commentary to be interspersed with dynamic multimedia content.
Fully controlled by the leader and automatically triggered on the group members’
devices, the inclusion of immersive multimedia delivers an unforgettable,
multisensory visitor experience while preserving the personal touch of a
group-led tour. Using FM and FSK technology, the MGG™ is the ideal solution for
attractions wishing to conduct an unlimited number of more intimate tours,
simultaneously over a range of 30 metres, even in the busiest of environments.
The MPti™ is supplied complete with flexible modular chargers and storage,
reliable and comfortable headphones, data capture and analysis capability as
well as the MPtouch Dashboard™ upload and download software suite, as
standard.

MultimediaGroupGuide™

Overview
• A game changer in group-guided tours offering
an upgraded, greatly enhanced multisensory
experience, and creating a long-lasting
memorable visit
• Ability to mix live commentary with pre-recorded
multimedia content including videos, archive
footage, video interviews, 360° panoramas,
interactive games or quizzes, image recognition
technology and more
• Ability to trigger different (age related or
language-specific) content to different members
of the same group
• Effective solution for large venues, particularly
sports stadia, bringing empty spaces to life on
non-event days
• Innovative platform for engaging education and
learning groups

• Ideal tool for museums, galleries and cultural attractions,
large or small, wishing to offer discreet docent-led tours
• Unlimited number of simultaneous group tours, or as
many as the space allows
• Gives group leader complete control of the group and
their tour experience, providing both scripted and
spontaneous commentary as required
• Ability to manage the flow and momentum of a group
tour, adjusting to different visitor needs as necessary
• Reliable FM radio and FSK technology used to
transmit commentary and trigger content on users’
devices
• Delivered on Imagineear’s MPti™ touchscreen Android
device, purpose-built for mass daily use at a wide
variety of visitor attractions
• Supplied with modular chargers and headphones for
easy, flexible distribution management and storage

